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BWO VEKTOR C/CT

1 Development environment
The following pages show how the user interface of the VEKTOR C / CT can be adjusted.
You can do this by re-creating or modifying widgets.
The programming sequence is described by means of graphical operation.
The tool for this is the HMI Builder.
This interface between man and machine works according to the principle
"What you see is what you get".
The widgets are of great importance in the programming and design of the VEKTOR C/CT
interface.
On the one hand, the widget presents simple or composite program functions,
on the other hand, it is itself a part of the graphical user interface.
By clicking on the button in the app BUILDER group system tool of the graphical editor launches its
surface into the desktop..
With this EDITOR, new widgets are created, existing widgets are changed or deleted.
With a long finger pressure in the empty desktop, these widgets can then be created as a starter
link on the desktop, or moved to the "run" directory..
BUILDER (wf-constructor = widget-factory-constructor)
The BUILDER is a WYSIWYG editor.
Test text

Color

All the entries made here generate the following
2 files when the work is finished:
xxxx.wf
XMLFormat

xxxx.class
C

Source
code

Contents of the files:
Actions and reactions that are to be performed
by this widget
Geometric description of the widget
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.1

Overview of app groups

After successfully starting the control, the desktop will be displayed.
Press the Shift key to display the following display elements:
App group users (Anwender) with the latest content

Shift key

Desktop / App group

App selection

Shift key between desktop and app group / selection
Touch the Shift key to switch from the desktop to the last app selection,
or from the app selection back to the desktop.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.1 Overview of app groups (continue)

App group Setup (Einrichten) with the Apps parameter

The "Dialog" and "Dialog1" app groups currently have no content.
These groups can, for example, be used for customer dialogues and / or machine-specific
applications.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.1 Overview of app groups (continue)

App group diagnostics(Diagnose) with the related apps
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.1 Overview of app groups (continue)

App group system tool(System Werkzeug)
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2

Create WIDGETS using the HMI BUILDER

After touching the app "System Tools" group, the group content is displayed.

Create and save a widget

This group contains the "Builder".
With the HMI Builder, simple APPs can be created for the VEKTOR C / CT Desktop.
As a result of this work, a widget is created.
A widget is a component of a graphical user interface and is used to interact with users or other
widgets from the user interface.
To program the user interface, start the "Builder" by touching.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2

Create WIDGETS using the HMI BUILDER

The menu control is accessed by a long touch of the screen surface.

The functions menu appears.
Use the function selection to determine what you want to do.

2.2.1 The short description menu

- Change existing widget properties
- Create and add new widget (objects)
- Change the C-Script of the entire image
- Empty the contents of the wf-constructor window (screen)
- Open an existing widget (objects)
- Selected widget (object) saved under a different name
- Exit the wf-constructor

A short touch of the add function calls the following objects menu.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2

Create WIDGETS using the HMI BUILDER

In the Objects menu, select the type of widget with which you can perform the desired task.
2.2.2 The objects menu
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2.2.2 The objects menu (Continue)
Widget name

Description

button

simple button / switch

radiobutton

Switch with latching function, dependent on other switches

label

Visible output text in the widget

icon

Graphic image on a button / switch

panel

Group-forming element

lineeditor

Line-oriented editor, writes text into an input field

timer

Time interval event, once or cyclically

datetime

Output of date and / or time

combobox

Multiple text selection

instrument

Display of analog instruments

parameter

CNC parameter input / output field

pareditor

Line-oriented editor

resizer

Handle for drawer windows, (in preparation)

cncbutton

Button with CNC functions

cncposition

(in preparation)

aclock

Display of analog / digital clock and calendar

slider

(in preparation)

cncinstrument

Optical display instruments

ncdisplay

(in preparation)

starterpanel

(in preparation)

multipanel

Such as panel, plus additional features

xmlwidget

(in preparation)

technology

(in preparation)

handwheel

Electronic handwheel (in preparation)

canvas3D

(in preparation)

multiaxpos

Display of axis position fields

systray

Display system info (in preparation)
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2.3 Create a widget
The builder (wf constructor) starts with an empty surface.

A long touch or a double click with the mouse in the empty builder opens the functions menu.
Wählen Sie die Funktion "add“ aus.
The Objects menu opens, select the object "panel".
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2.3 Create a widget (continue)
The editor window now appears for a frame of type Panel.
An empty panel is immediately displayed with predefined standards.
To enter / customize the properties for the selected object, the property editor provides possible
parameters.

The name, size and possibly other display parameters are specified in the editor.
If all the settings are as desired, close the property editor.
A text should now be inserted into this panel.
By a long fingerprint in the empty area of the editor starts again the functions menu, in which the
function add is called by tapping.
Select the label object.

A standard label is immediately visible in the editor.
Change the label text in the caption field to the text feed and slide the feed label(Vorschub)
into the panel with your finger or mouse.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2.3 Create a widget (continue)

The text "feed" can be freely positioned with the finger or the mouse.

A long fingerprint in the editor area opens the functions menu.
Use the "save as" function to save the widget.

Assign the name "example" to save the widget and confirm with the OK button.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.2.3 Create a widget (continue)

Pressing exit in the functions menu or the "close" button closes the builder.

After pressing OK, the query window is closed and the program returns to the desktop.

If you want to switch directly to the desktop while working with the wf constructor, simply press the
Edit button (0).
To switch back, press the wf constructor button in the app selection line.
The explanation/description of the widgets (objects) follows in chapter 2.7.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.3

Create a new shortcut on the desktop.

A longer print with the finger or a double-click with the mouse on the desktop calls a pop-up
window. Select "New starter"
Select the type of link that you want to use, between directory/folder or widget/program.

Select "Widget" and open the selection followed by a click on

Select the "example" widget, and confirm with OK.
The selection is carried out with a touch or a mouse click.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.3

Create a new shortcut on the desktop(continue)

Link to the created "example" widget to the desktop.
Under "Title", enter a name that identifies your shortcut, as shown in the desktop.
The entry for "Title" must not contain any spaces.
For a line break, use \n,
Example: Tool Datan\Magazine
The "Name" is the name that is saved as a file for the shortcut.

Then press the "ok" button.
The shortcut is created in the desktop and can be used as startup file.
You can move or position the link freely in the desktop.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE

2.4

Assign a different ICON to a widget.

A long touch with the finger or a double click with the mouse on the desktop starts the pop up
menu. Choose "New starter"

After entering the terms described in the previous pages, select the ICON from,
via finger or double-click.
The archive opens, a touch or double-click opens the desired folder, in which you
then select the desired icon.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.4

Assign a different ICON to a widget (Continue)

A double click, here on "debug.png" takes the new ICON into the starter window.

The new ICON is displayed in the Starter window.
Pressing the OK button takes over the icon.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.4

Assign a different ICON to a widget (Continue)

After confirming the OK button, the starter window is closed and the icon view is stored
in the desktop.

After such an operation, the ICON is always in the same place,
top of the desktop.

You can move the ICON by finger or mouse and position it where you want.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.5

Operating the Mouse

The software for programming the BWO / VEKTOR C / CT user interface can also be
operated with the mouse.
This allows you to program the user interface easily and conveniently on the PC.
The information on the operation of the mouse explained here applies to all widgets.

Move the mouse over a widget, hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse.
Now move the ICON / Widget with the mouse to the place where you want to place it.
Release the left mouse button.
Graphical objects follow the slip-stick effect (glide, snap effect).
That is, select the object with the mouse and hold it by pressing the key and proceed immediately
to the desired location and then release the key.
To move the object away from the original location, you must move the selected object with the
mouse, a minimal distance.
Only then separates from its rest position.
Only then does it dissolve from its resting position.
The object snaps all 5 pixels.
Pressing and holding the shift key disables the snap function and allows you to position the image
pixel by pixel..
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.5

Operating the Mouse (Continue)

Simultaneously marking several objects and their purpose:
Hold Ctrl and move the mouse over the next widget. Press the left mouse button.
This allows you to select multiple items that represent a group.
After releasing the mouse button and clicking again, and holding on to one of the selected
elements, you can now move the "highlighted group" of elements together.

Marked elements can be manipulated in groups with further actions.

Keep your finger or mouse on one of the selected items for a long time.
A pop-up menu opens. You can now apply functions to the whole group
how delete
clone
paste.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.5

Operating the Mouse (Continue)

Use the "panelize" function to add all the selected elements to a group in the "Panel" object.

Functions Right mouse button:
Move the mouse to the desired widget and hold down the right mouse button, drag to change the
size of the widget.
When releasing the drawing process, the slip-stick effect occurs again.
Here is a fixed invariable snap in of 5 pixels.
If a widget is marked with the right mouse button, the ICON is freely movable, but can not
be changed!

Select multiple objects without using the mouse:
Also in the direct screen dialog, you have the possibility to highlight objects and, for example,
move them together, to add them to a panel group, or to delete them together.

To do this, press and hold down the Shift key
as long as you press your finger to
highlight other objects.
After releasing the shift key, the selected objects are ready for further processing.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.6

Explanation of the functions

Functions are used to create, modify, save, and delete widgets.
The wf-constructor is started via the quickstarter Builder.
The menu control is accessed by a long touch of the screen surface.

The following functions are available in the functions menu:
edit:

Change the properties of the widget (including the background)

add:

Create and add new widget (objects)

edit class:

change C script of the image, it relates to
1. Image content
2. Intelligence in C-Script language
Contains elements of the language C,
(File: picture_name.class) and others.

new:

Empty the contents of the wf-constructor window (screen)

open:

already created widgets (objects) to open to change

safe as

Save labeled Widget (object) under a different name

exit

wf-constructor terminate, also over

possible.

Confirm with OK, returns to the desktop, if no, the edit mode is retained.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7

Explanation of the objects

After calling the menu functions, select the function app.
The Objects menu opens and all created widgets are displayed.
The following widgets can be used:

Use the mouse or a finger to select the widget button.
A button interprets a simple pushbutton.
A default button is immediately visible in the editor.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button
With a long touch or mouse click on the new button opens the functions menu again.
Use the edit function to select the widget's properties.

Use caption to add a caption to the button.
Menu: property editor
type
name
caption
symbolbitmap
numsymbols
toggle
bitmap

: Element art = button
- A simple push button
: Name of the buttons
- The file name of the button
: Labeling of the button
- Is displayed in the desktop
: Path and bitmap name
- Background label or icon
: Number of symbols, e.g. 8 pieces
: 1x um oder 2x um
: Graphical bitmap for the button - So you will see the button in the

b_mode

: Bitmap art
: 1 bitmap
: 2 bitmaps
: 4 bitmaps

desktop

:
foregroundcolor
backgroundcolor
font
pointsize
boardertype
boarderstyle
geox
geoy
geowidth
geoheight

sliding

simple bitmap, a fixed image
pressed and released, in a bitmap
such as 2 bitmaps, plus an additional 2 bitmaps for
signal lamp on / off
security sliding button

: foreground color
: color of the text caption
: background color : color of the background
: font
: character set
: font size
: character size (pixels)
: type of frame
: outline art
: width of displayed frame (pixel)
: Distance measure to X (pixels)
: Distance measure to Y (pixels)
: Width of the element (pixel)
: Height of the element (pixel)

In almost all widgets these properties are available and are therefore only described here!
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)
Property numsymbols
Default:
1
- Display of a simple button.
For numsymbols > 1, a multi-button widget is defined.
e.g.: numsymbols=8
Upon actuation, a selection box with 8 button opens.
After pressing a key, the value of the key is returned.
Background color / boadertype are corresponding to the widget definition.

The definition of multi buttons is possible as follows:
- via graphic
- via text
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)
Definition of multi buttons via graphics:
In 'symbol bitmap' the graphic file is defined, in which all the graphics
of the buttons are included.
Definition of multi buttons via text:
In 'caption' the text is defined, which is displayed in the keys.
The individual key text segments are separated via ','.
e.g:
<caption>G53,G54,G55,G56,G57,G58,G59</caption>
The KeyText is centered in X / Y.
Font / Fontsize according to the widget definitions.

Control-CMDs for 'caption'
\n
new line
\exx define the fontsize for this line
xx : fontsize
\v..

Vertical position of this line
0 + ------------------y

Text
V

Example of two-line text :
...,\ e10zeropoint \n\e20\v20G53,....

Different text caption of button and multi button widget
After the separator ';' a second caption can be defined, which is displayed
in the Multibutton widget.
caption : ButtonText [; MultibuttonText]
e.g.:
<caption>G53,G54,G55,G56,G57,G58,G59;53,54,55,56,57,58,59</caption>
The selected button shows Gxx; The multibutton widget displays xx.
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<widget>
<type>button</type>
<name>buttonNpHand</name>
<caption>\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G--,\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G53,
\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G54,\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G55,
\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G56,\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G57,
\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G58,
\e10Nullpunkt\n\e20\v20G59</caption>
<symbolbitmap/>
<numsymbols>8</numsymbols>
<geometry>
<x>4</x>
<y>3</y>
<width>50</width>
<height>50</height>
</geometry>
<toggle valuelist="1xUm,2xUm">0</toggle>
<bitmap>/vm/hmi/sys/icons/keys/pictures/key_4_50_180.png</bitmap>
<b_mode valuelist="1 bitamp,,2 bitmaps,,4 bitmaps,sliding">4</b_mode>
<foregroundcolor>0xffffff</foregroundcolor>
<backgroundcolor>0xc8c8c8</backgroundcolor>
<font>default-italic</font>
<pointsize>14</pointsize>
<boardertype valuelist="no,square,sunken,risen,round bg,round
bgfg,transparent">2</boardertype>
</widget>
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)

Property toggle
1x um
Simple push button
2x um
Button released / pressed

Property bitmap
Specification of the directory path, incl. File name in which the ICON is stored.
If a widget is equipped with a bitmap for the display, the path to the archive and the
file name of the bitmap used is displayed here.

Property b_mode
1 bitmap
Simple button with text or icon.
2 bitmap
Comfort button incl. 2 pictures
The button is represented by two superimposed bitmaps.
The bitmaps must be prepared in appropriate size and stored
in the ICON directory.
4 bitmap
As above, but 4 superimposed bitmaps.
sliding
Safety push button
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2 Programming the OPERATING SURFACE
2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)

Property „foregroundcolor“ und „backgroundcolor“

The foregroundcolor determines the color of the text labels.
In the right column of the selection window, the colors are fixed and can be accepted
by simply clicking on them.
Here, then, only a direct unchangeable color selection is possible.

In the left column, the RGB colors are freely selectable by entering values
in the upper fields (value 0-255).
A virtual keyboard is displayed by tapping an RGB field.
Now you can enter the value directly to each field.
Always close the data input by pressing RETURN.
Alternatively, you can wipe the coordinates in the middle color field to the color you want and
close the selection with OK.
The current color is always displayed in the middle field of the left column.
In doing so, it is unimportant by which selection the color was selected.
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2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)
Property „foregroundcolor“ und „backgroundcolor“
Set your own colors.

You can also mix the color(s) freely.
Use the mouse or a finger to move the coordinate cross-over in the color area
to the location whose color you want.
Now release the mouse button or take your finger off the screen.
Hold down one of the four lower keys on the left column for about 1 second.
Now you have assigned the current color of the key you pressed.
You can assign "your" colors to the four lower keys in the left column.
If you need one of these colors, just press the appropriate button and the color
of this button is assigned to your selected object after pressing the "Ok" button.

If necessary, change the background colors as well.
(backgroundcolor).
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2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)
Property „font“ und „pointsize“

The font property, the font style, and the font size are defined by the font property.

After clicking on the font, the menu opens the fonts parameter.
Here you make the desired changes to the font style and the font size.
After selecting the font parameters, confirm with the OK button.

Use the property pointsize to get to the same menu as via font.
In the line pointsize you can read the font size directly.
This makes it easier for you to correct the already set font size.
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2.7.1 The widget button (Continue)
Property „boardertype“ und „boarderstyle“
This determines the type and appearance of a frame.
With the "boardertype" property, you can add expressive features to the widgets.
Accordingly, colorfully designed backgrounds that make you flat, deepened or sublime,
and the corresponding shapes of the surfaces leave your creativity in the design of the
surface a lot of space.

This image shows a colorful background with no frame.

The colored background with frame type square, a simple frame.

The frame type, sunken, a deeper-acting frame.
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2.7.1 The widget Button (Continue)
Property „boardertype“ und „boarderstyle“

This colored background was given the frame type: risen, a raised frame

The frame type round bg, a rounded background without frame

Frame type round bgfg, a rounded background surface with rounded frame
in the color of the foreground.
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2.7.1 The widget Button (Continue)
Property „boardertype“ und „boarderstyle“

This widget received the frame type transparent.
The frame type is not visible depending on the background color.

This colored background received the Rahmentype rounded,
a frame with rounded corners and color gradient.

This example shows the widget in boardertype sunken, to the right in boardertype risen.
Both representations are bordered by boarderstyle size 8, thus clearly emphasizing the
lowered or raised form.
Foregroundcolor is the red boarderstyle, backgroundcolor is the green base.
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2.7.1 The widget Button (Continue)
Coordinates and size of a widget

Description geox
The horizontal distance (in pixels)
of the element to be displayed from the edge of the window
Description geoy
The vertical distance (in pixels)
of the element to be displayed from the edge of the window
Description geowight
Specifies the width (in pixels) of the element to display
Description geoheight
Specifies the height (in pixels) of the element to display
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2.7.1 The widget Button (Continue)
button, Property b_mode, description sliding

Particular tasks, especially when it comes to safety, require special measures.
This button, which is ready for switching on, must be pressed and held, and simultaneously
pushed upwards in order to initiate the switching process

Only a "release" in the upper position triggers the switching process.

This position indicates the switched on state.

After the switch-off, the fuse switch is ready for switching on again.
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2.7.2 The widget Radiobutton

Create Radiobutton:
A Radiobutten is a pressed button several buttons,
as with an old radio.
It can always be pressed only one button.
Multiple selection is not possible.

To create a widget radiobutten, execute the add option in the functions menu and then select
radiobutten in the object menu.
To display the pressed or unpressed state of the key, set the b_mode property to 2 bitmaps.

If you want to create another radio button,
you can do this using the function menu with
the clone function from an existing and selected
button, or in the object menu via function add and
radiobutton.

Mark and position the button by holding and
dragging with the mouse.
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2.7.2 The widget Radiobutton (Continue)

Label for labeling the radio button:
To give the Radiobutton a description,
use the object: Label.
To do this, call the app function again in
the functions menu.

After the app call, select the object label in
the object menu.
In the properties editor, you enter all necessary
entries that you want to use to display the label.

To display additional features of the radio button,
we will add a third radio button here.
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2.7.2 The widget Radiobutton (Continue)

Each of these radio buttons is completely
independent after the application,
all radio buttons can be switched individually
as desired.

In order to give the Radiobutton his own behavior, that only one radiobutton can be pressed,
we assign the function of the concerned radiobutton to the panelize function.
In order to give the Radiobutton his own behavior, that only one radiobutton can be pressed, we
assign the function of the concerned radiobutton to the panelize function.
Pressing a second radio button within the defined group immediately deactivates the switched
function of the first button.
The procedure for creating a group by the function panelize

Select and mark the appropriate
Radiobutton and the corresponding texts.

Call up the functions menu
Select the function panelize,
This is the result of a panel,
the group-forming element.

To recognize the pushbuttons belonging to a group of radio buttons, we assign a reduced
background to the group.
Therefore the marking of the buttons remains.
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2.7.2 The widget Radiobutton (Continue)

Call up the functions menu and select the edit function.
The properties editor opens.
Select the property boarder type and assign the appearance of sunken to.
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2.7.2 The widget Radiobutton (Continue)

These illustrations show the possible
switch positions of the radio button.
The 2 upper buttons are grouped by
the function panelize.
So only one of these keys can be pressed.

So Choice 1 or Choice 2.

Choice 3 is not in the group.
Thus, this switch is freely and dependently
switchable, it is completely unimportant,
which control position variant Choice 1 or Choice 2
hold straight.
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2.7.3 The widget Label

The widget: Label displays the visible label in a widget.

Property caption:
Labeltext
If the caption starts with $ FILE:, the filename from which the caption is read is defined.
(also multi-line)
e.g.
Caption: $FILE:/vm/hmi/usr/txt/captext
If the defined filename is WITHOUT extension, the system will change the current one
Language extension attached. (de, uk, …)
e.g.: with a defined filename: `captext` the file` captext.de` is read.
If the TextFile of the current language does not exist, the text file will be the 1st
language read.
 see also File: / vm / etc / languages / and P11130
Caption: $FILE:/vm/hmi/usr/txt/captext.txt
If the defined filename is WITH extension, the system reads this file regardless of
the currently set language.
Property autoresize: no
The label size according to the specifications geowidth and geoheight is retained.
Property autoresize: yes
The label size changes automatically (geowidth and geoheight) according to the space
requirement of the text, that is, the field size automatically adjusts itself to the caption.

Property autocenterx

no
yes

Caption left-aligned
Caption centered in x

Property autocentery

no
yes

Caption at the top
Caption centered in y
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2.7.4 The widget Icon

An icon is a graphic that can be placed anywhere on the desktop.
All icons are touch-sensitive, except the widget type panel.

(Beispiel noch beschreiben)
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2.7.5 The widget Panel

The widget "panel" use to form groups in which
multiple applications are summarized.
Therefore, panel is a group-forming element with a
frame.
Groups tailored to your needs keep the screen clean
and help you quickly find applications.

The panel in the lowered frame

Applications stored in the panel

To group programs in a panel see the procedure in the Widgets Radio Button.
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2.7.6 The widget Lineeditor

The "lineeditor" writes to a text input field.
Property
numericinput

: false
true
format
: default:
bei numericinput: false
%s
%-s

bei numericinput: true
%d
%f
%-d
%-f
min
:
max
:
readonly
: true
false
echomode
default
password

Alphanumeric inputs are possible
Only numeric entries are possible
left aligned
flush right
left aligned
flush right
flush right
left aligned
left aligned
min/max Only for numericinput: true
The content is only readable, not editable
The content is readable and editable
Normal display of input
Concealed display of input (*)
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2.7.7 The widget Timer

With the widget Timer, you control the time of events in the workflow.
Depending on the oneshot setting, this can be one-off or cyclic.

Properties
timeout
oneshot

: Time interval in milliseconds
: true
Only one time measurement is performed
: false
Cyclic / recurring measurements are performed
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2.7.8 The widget Datetime

Example of the widget datetime
Settings of datemode:

The widget datetime alternatively displays the time or date,
or the date and time together.
Properties datemode
time
date
datetime

: Output / display of time
: Output / display of the date
: Output / display of date and time

Function justify
Alignment of the output values:
- left
- right
- center

Example: left
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2.7.9 The widget Combobox

Ein: 0
Aus: 1

The "combobox", the multiple text selection field

Aus: 0
Ein: 1
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2.7.10 The widget Instrument

The Widget instrument provides various output optics.

Properties
For more details see widget CNCInstrument

(Anm.: Neue Bilder erzeugen)
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2.7.10 The widget Instrument (Continue)

About the property mode the desired instrument is selected.

Properties
For more details see widget CNCInstrument

Properties mode
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2.7.11 The widget Parameter

CNC parameter input / output field

Properties

channel
Channel number

number

mode
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0 q-Parameter
1..8 P- Parameter channel 1..8
99 P- Parameters of the channel
selected in the CNC
1000 PLC- flag
(bei mask == 0 --> mask = 1)
10000 V-Variable
Parameter number / memory address
For flag address example:
Definition via
address: 0x6c
or via
Symbol : @@adw_wert1_lesen
For symbol see eg: usrtxt_plcsymbol
normal / combo
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2.7.11 The widget Parameter (Continue)

format ="default"
Format indication, parameter display
default : For CNC parameters :
FormatInfo is defined in parameter status:
No FormatInfo in the parameter state:
or
%d
%nd
%0nd
%x
%X
%nx
%0nx

Number of decimal places according
to the parameter status
Number of decimal places dynamic

: Decimal representation
: Decimal representation n: minimum field width
: Decimal representation n: minimum field width, field width is filled with zeros
: Hexadecimal representation with small letters
: Hexadecimal representation with large letters
: Hexadecimal representation with small letters n: minimum field width
: Hexadecimal representation with small letters n: minimum field width,
Field width is filled with zeros
%f
: The argument must be float or double and is represented with 6 decimal places
%n.mf
: The argument must be float or double and is represented with 6 decimal places,
n : Minimum field width
m : Decimal places (at m == 0 -> 6 decimal places)
%n.mFF : FixedFormat for PLC flags (see real1 / real2 / real3 at PROMA)
n : Minimum field width
m : Decimal places (for m == 0 -> 4 decimal places)
1 : Comma is moved 1 position to the left: real1 / PROMA
2 : Comma is moved 2 position to the left: real1 / PROMA
3 : Comma is moved 3 position to the left: real1 / PROMA

+
' '
0

Left-aligned formatting
Output a plus sign
Invisible plus sign
Filled with zeros on the left
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2.7.11 The widget Parameter (Continue)

Examples, valu: 12.34

format="%2.0f"

Decimal display, 2 position before comma, 0 position after comma
12

format="%-6.3f"
12.340

Decimal display, 3 position before comma, 3 position after comma
left aligned

format="%5.3f Grad"
Decimal display, 2 position before comma, 3 position after comma t
12.340 Grad and text
format="%04d"

Decimal display, 4 position with zeros
0012

format="%X"

Hexadecimal display
C

format="%04X"

Hexadecimal display, 4 position with zeros
000C

format="$%04x"

Hexadecimal display, 4 position with zeros
$000c

format="$%-04x"
$000c

Hexadecimal display, 4 position with zeros, left aligned
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2.7.11 The widget Parameter (Continue)
Example: Parameters with Combobox

---Allocation
opt1 P500 : 0
opt2 P500 : 1
opt3 P500 : 2

---Allocation
opt1 P500 : 10
opt2 P500 : 20
opt3 P500 : 30
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2.7.12 The widget Pareditor

The parameter editor
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2.7.13 The widget Resizer

The RESITZER is a handle for drawer window.
It changes the dimensions of your own window.

Properties mode

: vertical /horizontal
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2.7.14 The widget Cncbutton

The "cncbutton" using the example of the PLC keys

The sequence of the PLC keys is internally numbered in ascending order.
The numbering of the keys runs from left to right with the numbers 1 to 15.
Thus one could make the filename of the symbolbitmap "assigning".
For example, the file could be: plc_icon_3.png, the third key from the left.
Of course, you can also use any other file name.
Properties
channel
number
led

:
:
:

LED number, which is displayed in the key.
Used with mode == key + led
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2.7.14 The widget Cncbutton (Continue)

Properties

mode

:

parameter, key, key+ led

parameter : The key acts on parameters / with LED display
channel : parameter channel
number : parameter number
parameter content : 0 / 1

key

key + led

: Key acts as a CNC key / without LED display
channel : channel number
number : key code
40 : 1. PLC- key
41 : 2. PLC- key ...
see also P11137 ..
Definition toggle : 1xUm

: Key acts as a CNC key / with LED display
channel : channel number
number : key code
40 : 1. PLC- key
41 : 2. PLC- key ...
see also P11137..
led : Number of the displayed LED
please refer P11138..
Definition toggle : 1xUm

delay :
default :
For delay> 0 :

Delay of push button [msec]
0
Filtering of keystrokes that are shorter than 'delay'.
These shorter key strokes are ignored.
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2.7.15 The widget Cncposition

- in preparation -
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2.7.16 The widget Aclock

calendar

false
true

shadowcolor

= Display of an analogue clock
= Presentation of the calendar

Color of pointer shadow

Example

csize
foregroundcolor
backgroundcolor
daycolor
sundaycolor

Size of the calendar display
Color of the day numbers, even on Sundays
Color of the background on the weekdays
Color of the background of the current dayes
Color of the background on Sundays
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2.7.17 The widget Slider

mode:

slider
wheel

- in preparation -
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument

The CNC instruments are equipped with various optical display instruments.
Here is an overview of the instruments.
On the next pages you will see the instruments with explanations of the individual settings.

0 diodes

3 vu vertikal

2 vu horizontal

5 vu v colored

4 vu h colored

1 diodes square

8 hand
6 vu roundet

7 vu roundet colored
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument (Continue)
Type of instrument
Internal name
Details as for widget parameter
Details as for widget parameter

Not specified / standard
Style: Type and appearance of the instrument
Text
Values from - to ...
Example: 0 to 100 (value or%)
= display area
400 bis 600 (value oder %)

not used

Not specified / standard
Not specified / standard

font
font size
Frame for the caption field
Distance from the left, horizontal
Distance from above, vertical
Width of the instrument
Height of the instrument

Examples of min and max value displays:
min/max:
Value:
Value:

Value:
0/120
60
120

Display interval: 120
Display value in the instrument:50%
Display value in the instrument:100%

Value:
min/max: -250/250
Value:
-200
Value:
0
Value:
200
Value:
250

Display interval: 500
Display value in the instrument:
Display value in the instrument:
Display value in the instrument:
Anzeigewert im Instrument: 100%

Value:
min/max: 500/1000
Value:
500
Value:
750
Value:
950
Value:
1000

Display interval: 500
Display value in the instrument: 0%
Display value in the instrument:50%
Display value in the instrument:90%
Display value in the instrument:100%
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument (Continue)

Type of instrument
Internal name
Details as for widget parameter
Details as for widget parameter

Not specified / standard
Style: Type and appearance of the instrument
Text
Values from - to ...
From a defined display area

not used

Color of the displayed value
Basic color of the possible display area
not used
not used
Frame for the widget
Distance from the left, horizontal
Distance from above, vertical
Width of the instrument
Height of the instrument
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument (Continue)

Type of instrument
Internal name
Details as for widget parameter
Details as for widget parameter

Not specified / standard
Style: Type and appearance of the instrument
Text
Values from - to ...
From a defined display area

not used

Color of the displayed value (fixed from yellow to red)
Basic color of the possible display area
not used
not used
Frame for the widget
Distance from the left, horizontal
Distance from above, vertical
Width of the instrument
Height of the instrument
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument (Continue)

Not specified / standard

Smallest size in the scale
Largest size in the scale
Start angle with the smallest value
End angle with the greatest value

Start correction of the angle segment

Color to 100% solid, 100 - 120% = red
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2.7.18 The widget Cncinstrument (Continue)

Path and file name of the instrument

axle center
of the pointer
Start correction of the angle segment
Pointer axis cover
Color of the pointer

Cover
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2.7.19 The widget Ncdisplay

-- noch Hardcopie aus laufender CNC als Beispiel erstellen und beschreiben -- in Vorbereitung -
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2.7.20 The widget Starterpanel

- kein Pfad noch Info von Entwicklung, - in Vorbereitung-
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2.7.21 The widget Multipanel

The widget "multipanel" is like the widget "panel";
- you can integrate widgets; and still…
- n panels one behind the other
- in the active panel (Foremost panel) edit / manipulate
The switch to the different multipanel is done via a C-Script.
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2.7.21 The widget Multipanel (Continue)
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2.7.21 The widget Multipanel (Continue)
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2.7.21 The widget Multipanel (Continue)
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2.7.21 The widget Multipanel (Continue)
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2.7.22 The widget Xmlwidget

Input unit: % of geowith
It is only given one value:
All columns are the same width
For example, the values 15, 20, 40, 35 are given:
In this order, the different widths columns arranged
from left to right.
Each digit represents a column.

- in Vorbereitung Seite: - 77 -
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2.7.23 The widget Technology

neues bild

noch Info an Entwicklung.

- in Vorbereitung -
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2.7.24 The widget Handwheel

- in Vorbereitung -
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2.7.25 The widget Canvas3D

- in Vorbereitung -
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2.7.26 The widget Multiaxpos
numrows:
Number of Achspositionsfelder / axes that are
displayed in the widget.
Field size of an axis: geoheight / numrows.
In numrows <act. Axis position fields P8580..:
That It can not all axes are displayed
simultaneously.
In this case, you can scroll the axis area.
- font color
- Background color
- Font color
with selected axis
- Background color with selected axis
- Color of the separators between the individual
axis position fields

Axis display of several axes in the channel with display of the axis identification
and display position
Format of the axis position according to parameters
Status ( P12154..)
- reference display
- Display of axis replacement
- Axis selection
- Scroll function
The display unit of the axis positions adapts to the axis definition:
- for rotary axes
(P12001:1)
Grad /°
- for linear axes
(P12001:0)
- Input system metric
(P11308:0)
mm
- Input system Inch (P11308>0)
In
- P12001:$02000000
Grad /°
Display unit can also via command:
multiAxPosSetUnit ( ... ) be customized.
Organization of the axes: Infos in

P8580 ..
P8590 ..

If the reference point is not taken, Ref is displayed in a red box.
With a defined key assignment == 0 (q110 .. / byte 4),
the axis can not be selected.
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2.7.27 The widget Systray

- Alignment of icons in the defined area
( geowidth )
left / right / center

Displays system info in the status line (from left to right)
- SD media inserted
- USB medium inserted
- Server connection active (connection to SERVER.EXE on host PC)
- NC memory write-protected
- USB keyboard plugged
- USB mouse plugged

E N D objects-menu Widget
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